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Overview
Corporations look to supply chain management to ensure that value is received for each dollar spent in service contracts, just as in commodity procurement. However, procurement of services is distinctly different from the procurement of goods. How can we establish what is the right price for a service contract? Is there a price analysis methodology? Is there a strategic negotiation strategy on how to negotiate a service contract? Is there a methodology to identify these price components? Once we understand how the bill rate is compiled, we have points to negotiate.

Objectives
Over the past several years, purchasing departments have increasingly expanded their processes previously focused on strictly procuring goods to those associated with procuring services. We select a service provider; draft a contract; write a statement of work; and manage the service agreement. Service contract providers quote by billable hourly rate, flat rate, time and materials, cost plus, etc. But, what is the “right” price? We will introduce a price analysis methodology and a strategic negotiation strategy on how to negotiate service contracts.

Contracting for services is similar to purchasing goods in some ways. We follow a traditional sourcing purchasing process; look to leverage supply and demand of the market; and realize that it requires both sourcing experts and organizational subject matter experts. It also requires a solid contract with specific deliverables and regular reassessment of contracts.

However, there are ways that buying services is different from buying hard goods. It can be difficult to write a comprehensive statement of work; bad service is not “returnable”. It requires more subjective decision criteria; background checks or security concerns often must be addressed. In addition, service contracts are not covered by the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC).

Successful service buyers need key skills. We need analytical, negotiation, project management, verbal and written communication skills. We need the skills to create a detailed Statement of Work (SOW). We also need a subject matter expert (SME) on the team who knows as much or more than the service supplier.
The ultimate objective is to maximize the value of each professional service dollar spent. We buy services based on a combination of price and the intrinsic value that the service provides. As buyers, each of us weighs the importance of intrinsic components differently. The same service may be worth more to you than to me, even though we paid the exact same price. Intrinsic Value Components might include:

- Reputation of the Firm
- Location of Supplier
- Service Received During Sale
- Ease of Purchase
- Customer Support after Sale
- Quality of the Individual(s) performing the service
- Supplier Diversity
- Political or Community Considerations
- Many Others

There are three basic concepts for negotiations. Increase “what you get” while keeping “what you pay” constant. This strategy is to negotiate to receive additional goods and services at no additional cost. Another is, to keep “what you get” constant and reduce “what you pay”. This approach is traditional sourcing. Get the same for less. The third method is to increase “what you get” at a more rapid pace than “what you pay” for it. Over time, prices tend to rise. If you pay 3% more, get 4%+ more.

We will focus here on Service Contracts Pricing and Evaluation. We will introduce how we can identify the real components of the bill rate and then how we can evaluate it. Then we can use this knowledge to develop a strategic negotiation strategy.

The following concepts will provide a guide and checklist for Service Contracts Pricing and Evaluation:

- The primary function is to do a price components breakdown analysis. Determine just what the individual components might be by individual service type. Start with wage, tax and benefits. Define individual benefits, e.g., how many holidays, how many vacation days, company pay and employee pay benefits. What else is included in the rate? Specify overhead, insurance, workers comp, vehicles, equipment, travel, training, uniforms, finance, miscellaneous and profit. What is included in General and Administrative (G&A)? If you were bidding on your service contract, what would you include to create your billable rate?

- Consult benchmarking sources of information. Examples: the internet, purchasing groups, functional colleagues inside and outside of your industry, trade associations, government agencies, ex-employees of supplier firms, incumbent suppliers, trade journals, small business directories

- How much of the bid is wage and how much is everything else? Do you want to pay for the quality of those doing the service or do you want to pay for high overhead costs? How much quality do you need? What parts of the overhead can you affect for cost reductions?
• How do they build their rate? Is it Zero Base or Market Base?

• Next, develop templates for what you buy. Create a template of these components for each general type of service, i.e., security, janitorial, landscaping, temp service, waste removal, machine maintenance, etc.

• Incorporate your template into the RFP to define specs and cost components. Have the bidders complete your costing template in their RFP responses. Request the bidders to break down their costs by adding any other categories to your template.

• Create a decision-making and bidder response matrix to evaluate the bids received. Most successful organizations use a system of identifying musts and wants, weighted by importance.

• Educate your team through benchmarking for standard pricing/value. Do your homework. Many websites and organizations exist that may be researched by industry standard labor rate, square foot, job code, union contract, trades, classification, etc. Know the ranges where you can negotiate, just like in commodity purchasing.

• Determine the value of longer terms contracts. You don’t necessarily need to revaluate them each year. A supplier can amortize costs over several years. A multiyear agreement may provide visibility to cost increases long term, i.e., low initial price - high maintenance in the later years. Know the value to suppliers of stable business.

• Don’t forget the overtime rate myth. Overtime pay might be 1.5 times the regular pay rate. What is the billable rate for overtime? Is it 1.5 as well? Are all costs 1.5 more or just wages? It may be a good negotiation point. Most suppliers will bid a billable rate of 1.5. It is up to you to be knowledgeable; know the component parts of the rate; and negotiate accordingly. Through negotiations, the overtime bill rate might be 1.4 or 1.3 or even 1.2. It will all depend on the type of service; the amount of overhead versus the wages ratio; and, of course, your negotiation skills.

• Identify the cost savings methodology your team may employ. Is it budget cost down; cost avoidance; negotiated savings; or something else? Is it all about price or is it also about procurement effort? I like to recognize effort while most budget analysts want only dollars removed. Knowing your target makes aiming and hitting it much more realistic.

• After completing your template, develop a strategic negotiation strategy for each component, just like parts of a supply chain or analysis of goods pricing. Once you have identified each component piece of the bill rate, you may then turn each one into a negotiation point. You will have strength through knowledge. Where can you add value? Which parts can you leverage to reduce costs? Could you leverage insurance, office supplies, shipping costs, copier machines, uniforms or anything else?

• Include ALL requirements in the RFP. Determine scoring criteria with the SME and the
user department. Include contract language in the RFP. Understand suppliers’ pricing and margins. Understand volume commitments and consequences. Use technology where it makes sense.

Negotiations. In order to get what you want, help them get what they want.

- Change the shape of the board, the field or the game.
- Hypotheticals, If I did, what would you do?
- Alternative Currency

Follow common strategy for Compromises

1. Give yourself room to negotiate. Start high if you are selling and low you are buying. Have a reason for starting where you do.
2. Get the other party to open up first. Get all their demands on the table. Keep yours hidden.
3. Let the other person make the first concession on major issues. You can be first on minor points if you wish.
4. Make them work for everything they get. People don’t appreciate something for nothing.
5. Conserve your concessions. Later is better than now. The longer they wait, the more they will appreciate.
6. Tit-for-tat concessions are not necessary. If they give sixty you can give forty. If they say, “Let’s split the difference,” you can say, “I can’t afford to.”
7. Get something for every concession. Give concessions that give nothing away.
8. Remember: “I’ll consider it” is a concession.
9. Don’t negotiate with funny money. Think of every concession as real money.
10. Don’t be afraid to say no. If you say no enough times they will believe you mean it. Be persistent. Don’t agree unless you mean to.
11. Don’t lose track of your concessions. Keep a tally of yours and theirs.
12. Don’t be ashamed to back away from a concession you’ve already made. It is the final handshake that ends the deal, not the agreements in between.
13. Don’t raise the other party’s aspirations by giving in too much or too fast. Watch the amount, the rate and the change of rate of your concessions.

Remember to follow the Successful Concession Patterns

1. Buyers who started with low offers did better than those who didn’t.
2. Buyers who gave a large amount in a single concession raised the expectation of sellers.
3. Sellers who were willing to take less got less.
4. People who gave just a little at a time did better.
5. Losers made the first concessions on major issues.
6. Deadlines forced decisions and agreements.
7. Quick negotiations were very bad for one party or the other.

In summary, “Is There Another Way to Negotiate Service Contracts? It is “The Lowest Total Cost, at the Highest Intrinsic Value.” It is all about learning how the supplier puts his billable rate bid together and how you can add value by working with him to reduce his costs, and yours.
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